Useful Links for all:

- FACET Google Drive
- FACET-II PAMM Jobs on Airtable
- FACET-II PAMM Jobs Request Form on Airtable
- TF Meeting Notes
- FACET PAMM/Tunnel Work Requests (deprecated)
- FACET-II Machine Schedule
- FACET Beam-line maps (needs SLAC windows login)
- FACET-II Data Retrieval
- FACET FAQs
- FACET E-log
- 3D View of Experimental Area - Update: February 2022
- 3D view of Dog-leg and BC11 (E-326) taken October 2022
- Selina's FACET page
- SLAC MATLAB CVS Repo
- AD Technical Databases (direct Device Database link)
- Powerpoint Template

Links useful for those that coordinate with LCLS, LCLS-II, controls or MFD folk:

- CATER
- FACET Controls Priority Spreadsheet
- CAPTAR search
- Vacuum Shop MFD work (Technical Planning Department)
- LCLS-II SC Linac Calendar
- LCLS Cu Linac Calendar
- Network
- All matterport scans: LAF matterport scans
- Geospatial Mapping Services

FACET Phone Numbers:
ACR x2151

- FACET S10 Inj Laser East Phone: 7442
- FACET S10 Inj Laser West Phone: 7441
- FACET S10 Injjector Entrance Phone: 4723
- FACET S10 Injector Vault Phone: 3992
- Facel IP Table Phone: 7486
- Facel Laser Rm Entrance Phone: 6228
- Facel Laser Room Phone: 2250
- Facel Laser Room Phone: 2251
- Facel S10 Injector LSS Door Phone: 3991
- Facel S10 Injector Stairway Phone: 2666
- Facel THz Table Phone: 7487
- Facel Trailer Phone: 7480
- Facel Trailer Phone: 7481
- Facel Trailer Phone: 7482
- Facel Trailer Lab Phone: 7483
- Sector 20 - Facel Electronic Rack Phone: 4745

**Links useful for those that like a bit of history:**

- Blue Book

**Links that are restricted to FACET-II management:**

- Proposals Library
- Proposals summary views
- Management walkthrough form

- The FACET Zoo